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Shelf mark Walters Art Museum Ms. W.144

Descriptive Title Les livres du gouvernement des roys et des princes

Text title Les livres du gouvernement des roys et des princes
Note: Title reflects French translation of the original Latin
text De regimine principum

Author Authority name: Giles, of Rome, Archbishop of Bourges, ca.
1243-1316.
Known as: Aegidius Romanus
Known as: Egidio Colonna

Author Authority name: Henri de Gauchy
Note: Translator from Latin into French

Abstract This early fourteenth-century English manuscript is an
example of Henri de Gauchy’s French translation of De
regimine principum, a text that is an important witness to the
flowering of the “mirror for princes” genre at the courts of
the Capetian kings of France. Giles of Rome first composed
De regimine principum for Philip the Fair of France around
1277, and it was soon translated into several vernacular
languages. Henri de Gauchy’s was the most prolifically
copied of the French translations, and remains extant in
thirty-one copies, six of which are of English origin. W.144
is one of a cluster of illuminated manuscripts of a political
nature produced during the last years of the reign of King
Edward II and the minority of Edward III, a tumultuous
period in English history during which concerns about good
government came to the fore. Although the manuscript
contains no evidence of ownership prior to 1463, the quality
of the illumination in W.144 suggests that this book was
originally destined for a king or member of the nobility. The
text is divided into three books intended to instruct princes
on their ethical, economic, and political responsibilities: the
conduct of the individual ruler; the rule of the family and
household; and, the governance of the kingdom. Scenes
of princes and scholars conversing, as wells as princes
instructing their queens and children, are among the ten
miniatures and historiated initials. Stylistically, the book is a
member of the Queen Mary Psalter group (London, British
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Library Royal 2 B VII), although aspects of its illumination
also relate it to other important groups of manuscripts
produced in early fourteenth-century England.

Date First third of the 14th century CE

Origin London (?), England

Form Book

Genre Philosophical

Language The primary language in this manuscript is French, Old (842-
ca.1400).

Support material Parchment

Medium thickness; follicle pattern visible on many pages;
slightly trimmed

Extent Foliation: iv+119+iii
First three flyleaves at the front and last two at the back of
paper; fourth front flyleaf and first back flyleaf of parchment,
foliated but not integral to the structure of the manuscript;
modern pencil foliation in upper right corners of rectos; text
beginning on fol. 2r and ending on fol. 120v

Collation Formula: iv, 1-9(8), 10(10,-1), 11-14(8), 15(6), iii

Catchwords: Quires of eight marked with catchwords in
lower margin under right text column on versos, usually
enclosed within ink-drawn box

Signatures: Some quires, particularly quires after fol. 73v,
have red marks on first and final leaves of the quire, facing
each other in lower inner margins

Comments: Quire 10 is a quire of eight with an additional
leaf (fol. 74) hooked around it; quires begin on fols. 2(1),
10(2), 18(3), 26(4), 34(5), 42(6), 50(7), 58(8), 66(9), 74(10),
83(11), 91(12), 99(13), 107(14), 115(15)

Dimensions 20.0 cm wide by 30.0 cm high

Written surface 15.3 cm wide by 23.5 cm high

Layout Columns: 2
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Ruled lines: 37
Ruled in brown ink, some prickings visible

Contents fols. 2r - 120v:
Title: Les livres du gouvernement des roys et des
princes
Text note: Complete; early example of French
translation originally made by Henri de Gauchy before
1285
Hand note: Written in semi-formal Gothic bookhand
Decoration note: Six column miniatures (6-12 lines)
and four historiated initials (6-7 lines) at main
text divisions; partial borders with fringed leaves,
lobed flowers, buds, and foliate stalks; blue and
red initials with complementary penwork throughout;
illuminated by two miniaturists and a decorator: first
artist confined to fols. 2r, 3v, and 10r, style of
second artist responsible for remainder (fols. 28v, 35v,
41v, 51v, 63v, 73v, 82r) evidenced by taller figures
with smaller heads and patterned grounds instead of
gold; overall style representative of the Queen Mary
Psalter group (manuscripts relating to the Queen Mary
Psalter, London, British Library Royal MS 2 B VII);
stylistically comparable manuscripts include Liber
legum antiquorum regum (Oxford, Bodleian Library
MS 46), as well as the Secretum secretorum (London,
British Library Add MS 47680) and De notabilitatibus,
sapientiis, et prudentiis regum (Oxford, Christ Church
MS 92), two “mirror for princes” treatises made ca.
1325-1327 and intended for the young Edward III
that are the central members of the Milemete Group;
second artist of W.144 can be related to Hand II in
the Queen Mary Apocalypse (London, British Library
Royal MS 19 B XV); text in black-brown ink with
chapter headings in red; instructions or memory aids for
illuminator in the form of marginal pictorial symbols
(fols. 28v, 35v, 51v, 63v, 82r), written instructions to
illuminator in Latin (fols. 73v and 82r); pictorial and
verbal instructions occur only in work of second artist,
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may suggest that first artist had a role in designing the
manuscript

fols. 2r - 2v:
Title: Prologue
Incipit: A son especial signour nee de roial lignee et
seint
Decoration note: One historiated initial, fol. 2r

fols. 2v - 120v:
Title: Books I-III
Rubric: Eco primier chapitre enseigne quele est la
maniere de parlier en la science del gouvernement des
rois et des princes
Incipit: Li philozophe dit qe la parole de sage homme
Text note: Book I: fols. 2v-9r: Part I; fols. 9r-28r: Part II;
fols. 28r-35v: Part III; fols. 35v-41r: Part IV; Book II:
fols. 41r-51r: Part I; fols. 51r-63r: Part II; fols. 63r-73r:
Part III; Book III: fols. 73r-81r: Part I; fols. 81r-104r:
Part II; fols. 104r-120v: Part III
Decoration note: Six column miniatures, fols. 3v, 10r,
35v, 41v, 63v, and 73v; three historiated initials, fols.
28v, 51v, and 82r

Decoration fol. 2r:
Title: A kneeling Giles of Rome, dressed in the black
habit of an Augustinian monk, presenting the book to a
seated Philip the Fair
Form: Historiated initial "A," 10 lines
Text: Prologue
Comment: Images of authors presenting books to
patrons occur in illuminated copies of Latin texts
produced in France from the eleventh century forward.
The earliest surviving book presentation image in a
vernacular manuscript is found in the presentation
copy of the Grandes Chroniques de France (Paris,
Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Ms 782, fol. 326v),
dated to ca. 1274. The illustration shows the text's
translator, the monk Primat, along with his abbot
Matthew de Vendôme and other monks, kneeling
to present his work to Philip III. The Augustinian
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monk and archbishop of Bourges Giles of Rome
dedicated his De regimine principum to “his special
lord Lord Philip [the future Philip IV, or Philip the
Fair], first-born son and heir of the most famous
man Lord Philip [Philip III] by the grace of God
most illustrious king of France” (suo domino speciali
Domino Philippo primogenito & hæredi præclarissimi
viri Domini Philippi dei gratia Illustrissimi Regis
Francorum). As the future Philip the Fair would have
been no more than thirteen years old at the time of the
commission, it seems likely that the manuscript's actual
patron was his father, Philip III.

fol. 2v:
Title: Initial "L" with hybrid creature
Form: Inhabited initial "L," 11 lines
Text: Book I, Part I, Chapter I

fol. 3v:
Title: Seated prince conversing with three scholars and
two counselors
Form: Text miniature with border, 10 lines
Text: Book I, Part I, Chapter II
Comment: This illumination depicts a prince consulting
and receiving the advice of learned counselors, an apt
subject to illustrate a text on the art of government. One
of the scholars in the miniature points to the pages of
a book that lies open on his lap, while the seated king
raises his right hand in a gesture for attention.

fol. 10r:
Title: Scholar holding a book instructs a seated prince
Form: Column miniature, 10 lines
Text: Book I, Part II, Chapter I
Comment: The standing scholar’s raised right hand and
index finger indicate that he is speaking. His gesture is
answered by the prince, whose raised right hand and
open palm indicate that he is listening.

fol. 28v:
Title: Initial "P" with a seated prince conversing with a
scholar holding a book
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Form: Historiated initial "P," 14 lines
Text: Book I, Part III, Chapter I
Comment: In contrast to the miniature on fol. 10r, in
which the scholar instructs the ruler, in this initial it
is the ruler who raises his right hand and index finger
in the gesture for speech, while the scholar’s raised,
open-palmed right hand indicates his attention to the
prince’s words. Pictorial instructions to the illuminator
(as on fols. 35v, 51v, 63v, and 82r) are evident in the
form of highly abbreviated sketches of a scholar's cap
(shown as an inverted half-moon) and a crown. Whether
provided by the stationer, the scribe, or an artist, such
schematic pictorial cues reminded the illuminator to
execute a stock subject from memory, or they prompted
him to consult verbal instructions or pictorial models or
patterns. The schematic symbols of scholarly and royal
headgear on this folio prompted the artist to execute the
image of a scholar before a king in the initial above.

fol. 35v:
Title: Seated prince conversing with scholar
Form: Column miniature, 7 lines
Text: Book I, Part IV, Chapter I
Comment: The standing scholar in the miniature
appears to count on his fingers, the gesture for
disputation, while the cross-legged ruler raises his
right hand, palm open, in the gesture for attention.
Pictorial instructions to the illuminator (as on fols. 28v,
51v, 63v, and 82r) are evident in the form of highly
abbreviated sketches of a scholar's cap (shown as an
inverted half-moon with a faintly rendered brim) and a
crown. Whether provided by the stationer, the scribe,
or an artist, such schematic pictorial cues reminded the
illuminator to execute a stock subject from memory,
or they prompted him to consult verbal instructions or
pictorial models or patterns. The schematic symbols of
scholarly and royal headgear on this folio prompted the
artist to execute the image of a scholar before a king in
the miniature above.
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fol. 41v:
Title: Seated prince instructing his queen, two children,
and a servant holding a rod or staff
Form: Column miniature, 12 lines
Text: Book II, Part I, Chapter I
Comment: For a similar image of a prince governing
his family (in which no servant is represented), see
Cambridge, Cambridge University Library MS Ff.3.3,
fol. 67r, a manuscript of De regimine principum written
and illuminated in early fourteenth-century France with
an added index written in fifteenth-century England.

fol. 51v:
Title: Initial "P" with two children before a seated prince
Form: Historiated initial "P," 6 lines
Text: Book II, Part II, Chapter I
Comment: Pictorial instructions to the illuminator (as
on fols. 28v, 35v, 63v, and 82r) are evident in the
form of two ovals rendered at the lower left of a
schematically executed crown. Whether provided by
the stationer, the scribe, or an artist, such schematic
pictorial cues reminded the illuminator to execute a
stock subject from memory, or they prompted him
to consult verbal instructions or pictorial models or
patterns. The schematic symbols on this folio prompted
the artist to execute the image of a king instructing his
children in the initial above.

fol. 63v:
Title: Prince addressing his queen and two sons
Form: Marginal miniature, 7 lines
Text: Book II, Part III, Chapter I
Comment: For a similar image of a prince governing
his family, see Cambridge, Cambridge University
Library MS Ff.3.3, fol. 67r, a manuscript of De
regimine principum written and illuminated in early
fourteenth-century France with an added index written
in fifteenth-century England. Pictorial instructions to
the illuminator (as on fols. 28v, 35v, 51v, and 82r)
remain as a faintly rendered crown. Whether provided
by the stationer, the scribe, or an artist, such schematic
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pictorial cues reminded the illuminator to execute a
stock subject from memory, or they prompted him
to consult verbal instructions or pictorial models or
patterns. The schematic symbols on this folio would
have prompted the artist to execute the image of a king
addressing his queen and sons in the adjacent miniature.

fol. 73v:
Title: King and scholar conversing atop the ramparts of
a walled city
Form: Column miniature, 12 lines
Text: Book III, Part I, Chapter I
Comment: A verbal instruction for the artist appears in
the lower margin on this folio in the form of a partially
legible Latin phrase, “Rex et ___(?)” (King and ___(?)).
Whether provided by the stationer, the scribe, or an
artist, such abbreviated verbal cues served as reminders
of the subjects to be depicted in the illustrations. If
this instruction was intended for an artist, as is likely,
then it may provide evidence that one or both of the
illuminators could read Latin.

fol. 82r:
Title: Initial "P" with standing scholar addressing seated
prince
Form: Historiated initial "P," 6 lines
Text: Book III, Part II, Chapter I
Comment: The standing scholar’s raised right hand
and index finger indicate that he is speaking. His
gesture is answered by the prince, whose raised hand
and open palm indicate that he is listening. A verbal
instruction for the artist appears in the lower margin on
fols. 81v-82r, in the form of the Latin phrase “Rex et
filosoforus” (King and philosopher). Whether provided
by the stationer, the scribe, or an artist, such abbreviated
verbal cues served as reminders of the subjects to
be depicted in the illustrations. If, as is likely, this
instruction was intended for an artist, then it may
provide evidence that one or both of the illuminators
could read Latin. As on fols. 28v, 35v, 51v, and 63v,
pictorial instructions for the illuminator occur on this
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page: in the right margin are abbreviated sketches
of a scholar's cap (shown as an inverted half-moon)
and a crown. The combination of verbal and pictorial
instructions on this page suggests that the pictorial cues
were intended to remind the artist to consult a specific
pictorial model or pattern.

Binding The binding is not original.

Brown calf leather with later-blocked John Louis Goldsmid
arms over millboard, by Faulkner ca. 1815, rebacked;
twentieth-century blue marbled paper pastedowns and brown
ribbon

Provenance Copied in England, probably London, in the first quarter of
the fourteenth century

Owned by monastery, 1463 (cropped inscription on fol.
121r reading: "Liber monasterii sancti gaultheri [?]...16
novembris anno domini millesimo 463 et regis edwardi
iiij[ti] viij[vo] pro x l. 10 [?] s." [transcription from Charles
Briggs])

Ebenezer Mussel, London

William Bayntum, London, May 30, 1766 sale, no. 90,
purchased from Ebenezer Mussel (inscription on fol. 121r)

John Louis Goldsmid, London, June 4, 1787 sale, purchased
from William Bayntum (arms on cover)

Christie's, London, December 11, 1815 sale, no. 293,
purchased from John Louis Goldsmid

Joseph Barrois collection, no. 22

Fourth Earl of Ashburnham, London, 1849, purchased from
Joseph Barrois

Sotheby's, June 11, 1901, no. 241, purchased from Lord
Ashburnham sale

C. Fairfax Murray, 1901-before 1912, purchased from
Sotheby's

L. Rosenthal, 1912
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Leon Gruel, Paris, after 1912

Henry Walters, Baltimore, before 1931, purchased from
Leon Gruel

Acquisition Walters Art Museum, 1931, by Henry Walters' bequest
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